Data-driven models have demonstrated stateof-the-art performance in inferring the temporal ordering of events in text. However, these models often overlook explicit temporal signals, such as dates and time windows. Rule-based methods can be used to identify the temporal links between these time expressions (timexes), but they fail to capture timexes' interactions with events and are hard to integrate with the distributed representations of neural net models. In this paper, we introduce a framework to infuse temporal awareness into such models by learning a pre-trained model to embed timexes. We generate synthetic data consisting of pairs of timexes, then train a character LSTM to learn embeddings and classify the timexes' temporal relation. We evaluate the utility of these embeddings in the context of a strong neural model for event temporal ordering, and show a small increase in performance on the MATRES dataset and more substantial gains on an automatically collected dataset with more frequent event-timex interactions.
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Introduction
Understanding the temporal ordering of events in a document is an important component of document understanding and plays an integral role in tasks such as timeline creation (Do et al., 2012) , temporal question answering (Llorens et al., 2015) and causality inference (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016; Ning et al., 2018a) . Inferring temporal event order is challenging as it often disagrees with the narrative order in text. Past work on temporal relation extraction has exploited cues such as global constraints on the temporal graph structure (Bramsen et al., 2006; Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008; Ning et al., 2017) , world knowledge (Ning et al., 2018b) , grouping of events (Tourille et al., 2017) , or fusing these cues more effectively with deep models (Meng et al., 2017; Cheng and Miyao, 2017) . One key component of temporal understanding is time expressions (timexes) that help anchor events to the time axis, but few recent systems effectively use the knowledge derivable from time expressions in their models. They either give timexes no special treatment (Ning et al., 2017) or rely on rule-based post-processing modules to remove inconsistencies with explicit timexes (Chambers et al., 2014; Meng et al., 2017) .
In this work, we address this shortcoming by introducing a framework for including rich representations of timexes in neural models. These models implicitly capture some information via word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014) or contextualized embeddings such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) . However, these embeddings do not encode the full richness of temporal information needed for this task. For example, these systems fail to infer the correct event relation in the following sentence: He visited France in 1992 and went to Germany in 1963. partially because the dates 1992 and 1963 do not have temporally-informed embeddings.
We devise a method for embedding timexes that more explicitly reflects their temporal status. Specifically, we sample pairs of time expressions from synthetic data, train character LSTM models to encode these time expressions and classify their temporal ordering. Due to the amount and type of data they are trained on, these time embeddings will naturally capture the temporal ordering of events in standard text and generalize to things like unseen timex values.
We incorporate these embeddings into neural models for temporal relation extraction. When used in an improved version of the model from Cheng and Miyao (2017), we show a small im-provement in performance on the benchmark MA-TRES dataset (Ning et al., 2018c) . Additionally, to evaluate the full potential of the proposed approach, we construct another dataset with more frequent event-timex interactions using distant supervision. On this dataset, our proposed approach substantially outperforms the ELMoequipped baseline model.
Methodology
We improve upon the model architecture proposed by Cheng and Miyao (2017) for temporal relation extraction, which involves classifying the temporal relation between a given pair of events e 1 and e 2 . Our proposed architecture is outlined in Figure 1 . The input to the system consists of two sentences, s 1 = {x 1 1 , x 1 2 , ...x 1 n } and s 2 = {x 2 1 , x 2 2 , ...x 2 m } containing e 1 and e 2 respectively. Note that s 1 and s 2 may correspond to the same sentence.
Input Encoding For each token x k in each sentence, we obtain a distributed representationx k = [v w ; v p ; v t ]. Here, v w is the word embedding obtained from GloVe or contextualized word embeddings from ELMo, v p is a randomly initialized and trainable embedding of the part-of-speech tag, and v t corresponds to the timex embedding derived for time expressions (explained in Section 2.1).
Contextual Encoding A biLSTM is used to obtain contextualized embeddings h k for each token x k in the two sentences, as shown in Figure 1 . The parameters are shared between these lower biLSTMs for the two sentences. Prior work (Cheng and Miyao, 2017) does not include these lower biLSTMs and only leverages the dependency encoding, explained next.
Dependency Encoding
We use the Stanford Dependency Parser (Manning et al., 2014) to extract the dependency paths for both events to their lowest common ancestor. For inter-sentence event pairs, paths are extracted to the root of each sentence. Each vector along the dependency path is fed into an upper biLSTM to produce output h upper . Formally, for sentence s 1 ,
Parameters are shared between the upper biLSTMs for the two sentences. Output We concatenate the outputs of the upper biLSTMs' embeddings for the two events to obtain
We apply multiple feedforward layers with ReLU non-linearity, followed by a softmax layer to obtain output probabilities for the four labels before, after, vague and simultaneous, 2 denoting the temporal relation between the event pair (e 1 , e 2 ). The network is trained using the cross entropy loss.
Time Embeddings
Next, we outline our approach for constructing the timex embeddings v t , which are concatenated to word and POS embeddings to generate the input encoding (as discussed in the previous section).
Training Data To obtain time embeddings, we first constructed a grammar of time expressions in the dataset. We identified two main classes of timexes: explicit datetimes expressed in recognizable timex format (e.g. Sept. 12, 1993 , August 2013 , 1998 , 10-12-2014 and natural language time indicators (e.g. two months ago, 5 weeks ago, next year, etc.). We designed generic templates that covered both these categories of timexes, e.g. [mm dd, yy]. 3 By randomly sampling values for the slots, we can generate valid time expressions based on this tem- plate. We used pairs of such randomly generated timexes to construct training data for our timex model. Since we generate time expression pairs from a pre-defined grammar and set of templates, it is straightforward to obtain the temporal order between the pairs of timexes.
Model Architecture
The model architecture for the timex model is outlined in Figure 2 . The input to the system are two time expressions, t 1 and t 2 . We use character biLSTMs to obtain distributed representations of both time expressions. We obtain time embeddings h 1 and h 2 for timex t 1 and t 2 by averaging the outputs of biLSTM layer. The two time embeddings are concatenated and fed through multiple feed forward layers with nonlinearity. This is followed by a softmax layer that produces the output probabilities for the three label classes (before, after and simultaneous), denoting the temporal relation between the two time expressions. We train this network with the cross entropy loss.
Inclusion in Temporal Models
For a given time expression, the average of the outputs of the bi-LSTM model (h 1 ) is used as the time embedding as shown in Figure 1 . For other non-timex tokens, a zero vector is concatenated instead. Further, we also project the time embedding for a timex to the corresponding event it modifies according to a set of grammatical rules on the dependency parse, shown with red arrows in Figure 1 .
Experiments
Timex Pair Ordering
First, we intrinsically evaluate the performance of the character-level timex model, outlined in Section 2.1. We generated 50000 random pairs of time expressions for training and 5000 randomly generated pairs for test. We seek to answer two ques- Table 1 : Performance on the synthetic timex dataset, classifying a pair of timexes as before, after, or simultaneous. Including a biLSTM layer (as depicted in Figure 2 ) leads to higher performance than just pooling and a linear layer. Character-level modeling (from ELMo or our learned embeddings) is important for high performance.
tions: first, can our proposed timex model successfully capture temporal information necessary to order these timex pairs, and second, how effective are pre-trained embeddings for this task? Table 1 shows a comparison between several models in our synthetic timex setting. Our proposed timex model achieves an accuracy of 97.3%. This high accuracy indicates that the model has effectively learned from the training data; its timex embeddings contain temporal ordering information which can be used for downstream tasks.
We also evaluate whether pre-trained embeddings such as ELMo or GloVe contain the necessary temporal information necessary for classifying the temporal order between timex pairs. We first test these with a minimal model. We construct a distributed representation of each time expression (obtained by average pooling the token level GloVe or ELMo embeddings), perform element-wise subtraction between the two embeddings, and feed the result through a linear classification layer that produces the output probabilities for the temporal label classes. The left column of Table 1 shows that while both GloVe and ELMo contain some temporal information, our proposed model's additional parameters and richer embedding scheme lead to higher performance.
We further experiments to investigate if ELMo or GloVe can additionally be used in our timex model to obtain even more powerful embeddings. We replace our model's character-level vectors and character-level biLSTM with token-level pretrained vectors (either contextualized vectors from ELMo or non-contextual vectors from GloVe) and a token-level biLSTM. As before, the outputs of this biLSTM for the two timexes are concatenated and further fed to feedforward and softmax layers for temporal label prediction. Using ELMo embeddings in this manner does not lead to a substantial improvement over previous results, with an accuracy of 97.6% for the temporal relation classification objective on the same test set. However, the performance using GloVe embeddings drops to 88.7%. This drop in performance can partially be attributed to the word-level nature of GloVe vectors, which do not necessarily cover every year that might be seen in the dataset. We used the GloVe vectors with 840 billion tokens (largest available) to circumvent this issue and minimize the number of out of vocabulary instances, but still see low performance.
Event Temporal Ordering
Next, we investigate the effectiveness of our timex embeddings in the context of our full event temporal ordering model. We evaluate on two event temporal ordering datasets, one real and one artificially constructed.
Evaluation on MATRES
We evaluate on the MATRES dataset proposed in Ning et al. (2018c) . This dataset is designed to be less ambiguous than TimeBank-Dense (Cassidy et al., 2014) . MATRES contains temporal annotations for documents from the TimeBank (Pustejovsky et al., 2003) , AQUAINT (Graff, 2002) and Platinum datasets (UzZaman et al., 2013) . We follow standard practice and use TimeBank and AQUAINT (256 articles) for training and Platinum (20 articles) for testing. Table 2 outlines the performance of the proposed approach on MATRES. We implemented the model proposed by Cheng and Miyao (2017) and compare against it. We evaluate the models using both GloVe and ELMo embeddings. Our results show substantial improvement over this baseline model. Moreover, including time embeddings as additional input to the improved models leads to a small improvement in the overall accuracy. However, we did not find the results to be statistically significant according to a bootstrap resampling test (GloVe p-value = 0.349, ELMo p-value = 0.267). 4 Note that only a fraction of examples in the MATRES dataset contain distinct time expressions 4 Augmenting word embeddings with time embeddings increases the number of network parameters; however, additional experiments revealed that increasing the size of the GloVe embeddings in the basic temporal model did not lead to an improvement in performance. Therefore, it does not seem that extra parameters in the model contribute to the observed improvements. that can be compared to resolve temporal ordering. To further evaluate our approach, we investigated whether an equivalent performance improvement could be achieved through post-processing rules involving time expressions. We identified event pairs in the data for which both events had an accompanying time expression modifying the event according to the dependency parse. We can then infer the temporal relation between the event pair using rules on top of these timexes. However, we observed that such a post-processing scheme had very low coverage in the dataset and could not repair any errors in the development set. We therefore turn our attention to a setting with a richer set of timexes for further evaluation. 5
Evaluation on Distant Data
In MATRES, only a fraction of the examples contain time expressions and are consequently affected by inclusion of time embeddings. Therefore, to test the full potential of the proposed approach, we additionally collect a test dataset of examples with explicit timexes that expose their temporal relation; we view the timexes as distant supervision for the event pairs. To identify such examples, we use two high precision classifiers proposed in Chambers et al. (2014): (a) an eventtimex classifier that identifies the temporal relation between adjacent verb and time expressions (precision = 0.92), (b) a timex-timex classifier that identifies the temporal relation between two time expressions (precision = 0.88). These classifiers can allow us to directly infer the time relation be- Table 3 : Performance of our models on the distantlylabeled event ordering data. We report overall accuracy values. In both the GloVe and ELMo settings, our timex embeddings lead to higher performance. The ELMo model gets substantially worse when timexes are masked, indicating that it is organically exploiting these better than GloVe is.
tween an event pair where each event is linked to a timex. An example event pair from the distant data thus collected is: "Riyadh suspended aid to the Palestinians in 1990 when it accused Arafat of siding with Iraq after the 1990 invasion of Kuwait, but it restored aid in 1994." 6 Note that the classifiers used have very low recall in general, but by running the system on Gigaword (Graff et al., 2007) , we can extract a large dataset in spite of this.
Since this distant data is created using rulebased classifiers, given a large amount of training data, the baseline model can achieve high performance as it learns to infer these rules. However, our aim is to improve the performance of the event ordering model on moderately sized datasets, where the knowledge induction from timex embeddings play a larger role. Therefore, we report results on training sets of size 2000, 3000, and 4000 samples. The test set is kept constant with 1000 samples. Table 3 outlines the performance of the temporal models on this dataset. We evaluate our models across three settings: (a) our event ordering model without including timex embeddings, (b) our event ordering model with masking of time tokens (replacing it with UNK tokens) and (c) our full model including timex embeddings. We evaluate the models using both GloVe and ELMo embeddings as input. In both settings, incorporating our timexes leads to higher performance. For GloVe, the performance of the basic temporal model is similar to that when the time expression 6 See the appendix for more samples from the distant data.
is masked out. This demonstrates that the temporal model does not use the knowledge from time expressions when making temporal relation predictions. However, in the ELMo setting, we observed a larger drop in performance by masking out the time expressions compared to GloVe embeddings. This demonstrates that the ELMo embeddings are not agnostic to time-expressions in the sentence, although they still show improvement by inclusion of timex embeddings trained specifically with the temporal classification objective on small datasets.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a framework to learn temporally-aware timex embeddings from synthetic data. Through experiments on two datasets, we show that incorporating these embeddings in deep temporal models leads to an improvement in the overall temporal classification performance.
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Before
The Israeli-Syrian peace talks launched in 1991 are mainly focusing on Damascus' insistence that Israel withdraw its troops from the Golan Heights in exchange for peace. That territory has been occupied by Israeli troops since 1967.
After
Resolutions were passed by the UN Security Council after the first Indo-Pakistan war over Kashmir in 1948. The dispute led to a second war between the neighbours in 1965.
Before
Turkish mainland forces invaded Northern Cyprus in 1974 after a coup in Nicosia backed by the military junta then ruling Greece. A Turkish-Cypriot state was declared in 1983, and Ankara now has about 35,000 troops and 400 tanks stationed there.
More people watched Formula One on television in 1995 than watched the world cup in 1994.
After
He was freed six months early in September 1993 but re-arrested in April 1994 after meeting with John Shattuck, the US assistant secretary of state for human rights. Before Table 4 : Examples from the distantly-labeled event ordering data. Events are shown in bold and may be co-located in a single sentence or span two sentences. Event-timex relations are recognized with high-precision classifiers from Chambers et al. (2014) .
